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Six Days - Diagnosis to Surgery
Forty-five year old Tara Blake and her husband
Kevin live in North Bay with their five children ages
5 to 16. On Thanksgiving weekend in 2016, Tara
noticed a hard marble-like lump on her left breast.
“I was in shock! The risk factors just weren’t
there…I was a dietitian, fitness instructor, didn’t
smoke and only had the occasional drink socially. I
had breast fed my 5 children. Breast cancer was not
on my radar.”
A week later she was at the hospital for a
mammogram and ultrasound. A biopsy was
ordered immediately to determine if the lump was
cancerous. It was, and it was growing aggressively.
Startling news considering Tara’s mammogram the
previous year was normal.
Tara had to make the tough decision whether
to have a lumpectomy or a mastectomy. She chose
the latter. “It just felt like the right decision for me,
even though I didn’t know what type of tumour
it was until after the procedure. What was most
important to me was being around so I could be
a good mom to my kids. I felt really sad for them
having to go through this, and sad for my husband
and the extra worry this placed on him,” said Tara.
“This makes you face your mortality.”
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Following surgery, pathology reports revealed
the lump in Tara’s breast was a very rare, fast
growing medullary tumour, which explained why
it appeared so suddenly. Four weeks after her
surgery, Tara started an aggressive regime of
two different types of chemotherapy. By day 21
her hair was falling out so she decided to sport a
purple beanie. “I had to get people comfortable
with the idea that this is who I am.”
Tara’s second type of chemo caused an
allergic reaction followed by infections and it
was unsafe to continue. Being someone who
always wants to finish a task it was tough to
quit. “The physical part is minimal compared
to the mental part. I had to do what I could to
ensure I would continue to have a vibrant and
vital life and focusing on that made me feel
strong. Eating well, exercising and having a
positive outlook were my focuses for recovery,”
said Tara. “It really helped me that the nurses
in the chemo unit were great. It made a huge
difference to be able to receive most of my
treatment locally,” said Tara.
Today, Tara is grateful to have had an
exceptional and speedy recovery both physically
and emotionally.

“Being treated in such a quick manner made it
much easier than playing the waiting game. My
treatments were on target. Having those services
and equipment at our doorstep is a gift to our
medical community to be able to do their job well,
and to the patient and family where the impact is
already significant. Care in our own community is
really a gift. The burden of receiving treatment out
of town would have been much greater. I was able
to be at home, sit on the snow bank and watch my
kids play, read them stories at night and tuck them
in.
Having care close to home helps ‘normalize’
the situation for everyone. We all know friends
or family who have had cancer. I know from my
personal experience that early diagnosis and
treatment definitely had an impact on my outcome
and my quality of life.”

“As a busy mother of five, receiving all of my care
in North Bay meant that I could still be present
and engaged in my children’s day-to-day lives.”
Tara Blake, Breast Cancer Survivor

A Special Christmas Gift
There are only so many mugs and novelty shirts
you can buy your colleagues for Christmas.
Shopping for the perfect gifts for Christmas
can be stressful; employees at Bernard Rochefort
Limited found the perfect solution.
Last year, instead of buying gifts for owner
Rheaume Rochefort, they opted to make donations
to the Cancer Care, Close to Home campaign. As a
bonus, Rheaume matched all of their donations –
doubling their impact on their hospital!
Like most workplaces, employees are all too
familiar with the burden cancer places on patients
and their families. They were inspired by the story
of their retired colleague Conrad Rancourt, who
was diagnosed with bladder cancer several years
ago and received all of his care in North Bay.

We are grateful for the generosity and
leadership of Bernard Rochefort employees,
who’ve committed to celebrating the holidays in
this meaningful way for the next several years.
Thank you for helping local patients receive care,
close to home.
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Honouring Our History
The Terry McKerrow Cat Scan Operating Fund
Board honoured area Lions Clubs by naming the CT
Suites at the Health Centre for the late Reg Laroche
and the Lions Clubs of Region 17. The McKerrow
Fund earned this naming opportunity in recognition
of its $1M donation to the Cancer Care, Close to
Home campaign.
Naming the CT Suites for Reg Laroche and the
Lions Clubs of Region 17 is a fitting legacy, honouring
and recognizing a time before the Foundation
existed, when community tenacity and generosity
transformed healthcare for our communities.

Attention All Curlers!
The Peter Minogue Rocks and Hearts curling bonspiel is
January 18-20, 2019 at the North Bay Granite Club.
Rocks and Hearts is supporting three local charities focused
on the health and wellness of your community: the Canadore
College Foundation, Military Family Resource Centre and the
Cancer Care, Close to Home campaign for your hospital.
For information or to register a team, call 705.495.8125

www.rocksandhearts.ca

Your Footprint for Future Generations
A Planned Gift, such as a gift in your Will, provides a real and lasting
impact for your family and your community. Your donation will leave
a footprint of your love and highlight the generosity and kindness you
demonstrated during your lifetime.
“You never know when you personally might need our hospital. I’m 48
and Mark is 53, at some point I know we’ll end up using it.”
Steve Deacon

Order your free bequest guide to learn how easy it is to leave a gift to a charity you care about.
Simply call us at 705.495.8125 or email us at foundation@nbrhc.on.ca.
Please let us know if you’ve already included your hospital in your Will so that we can thank you.
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